KILLS & REPELS MOSQUITOES & FLIES

OFF!

Outdoor Fogger

BACKYARD PRETREAT

FAST ACTING

up to 6 hours up to 30 x 30 ft.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION: SEE ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS ON BACK

NOT INTENDED FOR BODY APPLICATION OR INDOOR USE

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
Pyrethrum 0.14%
Cyfluthrin 0.09%
OTHER INGREDIENTS 99.8%
Contains sodium chloride

SC Johnson A FAMILY COMPANY

NET WT. 16 OZ. (1LB.) 453 g
NOT INTENDED FOR BODY APPLICATION OR INDOOR USE.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. SHAKE BEFORE USING. Do not apply directly to food or to food serving or food preparation surfaces. Do not apply to pets or to your skin or clothing. Do not allow children or pets to contact treated surfaces until spray has dried. Do not spray indoors. For flying insects: Flies, mosquitoes, non-biting gnats, small flying moths, wasps, and multi-colored Asian lady beetles. Hold can on slight downward angle. Point nozzle away from face, other people and animals. Spray toward area being treated. Allow spray to drift over area and settle. Spray articles and vegetation in the area including plant leaves and foliage, furniture (except seating and table top surfaces), tents, outdoor screening, deck railings, campers, and other surfaces that pests may contact or rest upon. For best results, spray when air is calm. IF BREEZY, spray with the wind. IF NOT BREEZY, spray out from center of area being treated. Give special attention to breeding areas such as garbage cans and compost piles. DO NOT SPRAY DIRECTLY ON SKIN.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry place away from heat, sparks and open flame. DISPOSAL: Do not Puncture or Incinerate! If empty: This container may be recycled in the few but growing number of communities where aerosol can recycling is available. Before offering for recycling, empty the container by using the product according to the label. If recycling is not available, place in trash. If partially filled: Call your local solid waste agency or 800-529-3394 for disposal instructions.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS. CAUTION: Avoid contact with skin or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesticide is toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water. Drift and runoff may be hazardous to aquatic organisms in water adjacent to treated areas. PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS: Flammable. Contents under pressure. Keep away from heat, sparks, and open flame. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to temperatures above 130°F may cause bursting.

www.off.com

Questions? Comments? Call 800-558-5252 or write Helen Johnson.
Sold by: © 2010 S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
Racine, WI 53403-2236 U.S.A.
All Rights Reserved. EPA Reg. No. 4822-573  EPA Est. No. 4822-WI-1

Federal regulations prohibit CFC propellants in aerosols.
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